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Metropolis
Features

Specifications

A great new option in resilient!
Metropolis makes a fabulous first impression with the desirable look of rustic,
reclaimed barnwood. Its styling reflects 10 gorgeous wood species in current
colors, creating design choices that range from contemporary to traditional. And
the realism is impressive—some of the styles are embossed, and some offer the
natural look of “limed” (or white-filled) color.
Choose from better and best in wear layers and warranties.

Style

Adhesives: Shaw 200 TPS Adhesive (1 gal. — style #052VS & 4 gal. — style #026VS)
Shaw 4100 Adhesive (4 gal — style #312VS)
Shaw S150 Spray Adhesive (1—22 oz. can Style #069VS)

5M216 6 mil
5M208  12 mil
6" x 48"
2mm
OptiClean Urethane
Adhesive (full spread)

Size
Thickness
Finish
Installation

5M216 

6 mil

This Shaw Luxury vinyl is
warranted not to stain or
wear through, will not fade
as a result of direct sunlight
or artificial light and will resist
water damage under normal
use conditions for 15 years.

Colors

5 year light commercial warranty.

5M208

235 Five
Points

251 Municipal

269 Financial
Center

343 Transit

12 mil

This Shaw Luxury vinyl is
warranted not to stain or
wear through, will not fade
as a result of direct sunlight
or artificial light and will resist
water damage under normal
use conditions for 25 years.

512 Township

7 year light commercial warranty.

Installation Grade

This Shaw product can
be installed above, on and
below ground level

Easy to clean surface that
offers additional stain resistance.
574 Harbor
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618 Capital

744 City
Park

763 Station

791
University
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